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The Problem with References....

- Authors don’t follow format style
- Authors get references wrong
- Reference formatting is expensive to fix
- Correct reference formatting is a cost driver
- But journals need clean XML of the bibliography for editing and publication
The Solution?

Convince authors to use a template that supports your journal’s reference style?
The Solution?

Convince Authors to copy and paste their references into structured forms?

[X]
The Solution?

Hire humans to hand check references and correct formatting?
The Solution?

Automatically extract and link the bibliography from the Word file at submission. Automatically re-format references to journal style. Automatically create clean XML. All this without any Author effort.
Available Today in EM with eXtyles Integration!
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Comment [BDR1]: Medline reports that reference 3 was retracted in "Res Dev Disabil. 2011 Nov-Dec;32(6):3018".
Summary of Benefits

- Significant cost savings by catching and solving reference problems early in the workflow
- No additional effort for Authors
- Linked, formatted references help Editors and Reviewers do their job of evaluating manuscript quality
- Essential component in future XML-first and online proofing workflows

This solution not waiting to be invented – it’s available right now in EM!
THANK YOU!
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